Everything activates c-fos--how can it matter?
It is probably safe to say that the regulation of c-fos expression by drug treatment and other stimulus paradigms has biological specificity and mechanistic significance. However, as this brief essay makes clear, the immunohistochemical detection of c-fos is only the tip of the biological iceberg. IEGs deserve to be studied as critical components of the intracellular signaling machinery that may transduce intercellular signals, including those produced by drugs of abuse, into longer term changes in cellular function. However, the study of IEG expression must be related to biologically significant target genes and must be complemented by the study of phosphorylation of constitutively expressed transcription factors. Moreover, as illustrated by the proenkephalin gene, the regulation of genes that play important roles in differentiated cell function may differ depending on which cell types and stimulus conditions are investigated. Finally, attention must be paid to the complexities of gene regulation under conditions of repetitive and chronic stimulation if phenomena such as the neural substrates of drug dependence are to be understood.